WE ASKED OUR
FACEBOOK FANS

The Good Life
ecently, I received a note from one of our
favorite contributors author and stylist
Denise Gee. (Her charming porch party is
featured on page 2.0.) After some gracious
words about working on the story, Denise
concluded her note by saying, "Thanks for everything
you do to inspire the good life."
Those four simple words- "inspire the good
life"-neatly sum up this magazine, and especially
this August i sue. The good life, after all, isn't
composed olely of things, but of the experiences
and environment we shape. It's there in essenceof-summer houses designed for calm, comfortable
family living, page 30. It lives in a built-from-scraps
"napping house" in a shady backyard, page 60. And,
mo t certainly, it inhabits the summer meals we
hare around an outdoor table in the cool of sun et.
What could surpass a garden-fresh dinner where
the picking, cooking, and eating are all pan of the
experience? Food writer and self-described "big-city
country boy" Ian Knauer shares his menu on page 112..
Top it off with home-churned ice cream, page 12.0.
The good life spans all seasons. But I've always
found it especially accessible in the backstretch of
summer, when the food stands are abundant and a
lower pace is just plain good manners. I hope our issue
inspires you to shape a few good times of your own.
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FiU up those
cones with tasty
homemade ice
cream, page 120.

In your words ...
Recipe contest ends up
included with Domenica
feeding the soul
Catelli's feature in the June
Wow! Just look what you've
edition. It was fabulous !
brought to my life. Since
I served it for dessert at
being one of May's Prize
a backyard barbecue over
Tested Recipes winners,
Memorial Day weekend.
I've given "demo" parties
Everyone raved about it.
for friends, been asked to
I added raspberries to the
make potato strata for my
fruit and honey mix, which
church's monthly dinner
gave it a nice sweetness. I
for the homeless, and heard
always love the recipes, but
from friends from around
this one was particularly
the world. But the very best
spectacular.
thing was to receive a note
Jaime Willoughby
from a long-lost friend who
Burlington, VT
moved 3,000 miles away
Get the recipe:
almost 10 years ago. Thank
BHG.com/JuneShortcake
you. You just can't imagine
what a joyful month this
June recipes inspire
has been.
mild and wild garden
Linda Cobb
I was trying to decide what
San Diego, CA
to plant in the last comer of
my garden box. I got my June
Dessert recipe takes
Better Homes and Gardens" out
the cake
of the mailbox, and on the
Thank you for the awesome
cover: "Cooking with Chiles,
Rosemary-Strawberry
Mild to Wild" Chiles it is.
Shortcake Pizza recipe
Lynda Johnson, via Facebook
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